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Ukrainians in Canadian 
political life
Excerpt from an article written by Rose T. Harasym entitled 
“Ukrainians in Canadian Political Life, 1923–45, ” published 
in 1982.
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Prior to World War I, Ukrainian-Canadian participation in politics at the local 
level … was a momentous event. Not until 1926 was another Ukrainian-Cana-
dian elected as alderman in Winnipeg, but thereafter, except for a break during 
the 1930s, Ukrainian-Canadians were regularly represented on the Winnipeg 
city council and school board.

Not unnaturally, experience in local government gradually became a stepping-
stone to higher office. The practical training gained in municipal politics was 
of particular importance to the early Ukrainian candidates who lacked the 
formal education of many of their Anglo-Canadian opponents …. The success 
of Ukrainian candidates depended on several additional factors. 

The bloc [community] vote was probably the most important. With the Ukrai-
nian immigrants in Canada’s prairie West settled in compact groups and with 
several ridings boasting a Ukrainian majority, candidates relied on solid Ukrai-
nian votes for their nomination and election. Usually they were successful ….

The voting behaviour of Ukrainian-Canadians was less predictable when they 
did not have “one of their own” in the riding …. From the editorials in the 
Ukrainian press, it is clear that all Ukrainians did not have the same views 
on tariffs [taxes], freight rates, or unemployment. In general, Ukrainians … 
tended to vote conservative, often supporting the party most likely to win the 
election and hesitating frequently to cast a protest vote for fear of adding to 
their reputation of being overly radical. 
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